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     High energy particles and radiation in the Galaxy



  

 cosmic-ray sources: p, He .. Ni,   e-
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COSMIC RAYS produce many observables
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COSMIC RAYS produce many observables



  

 cosmic-ray sources:  electrons

rays

synchrotron

HALO

 intergalactic space

 
inverse Compton

B-field

ISRF

MOST RELEVANT TO THIS ISM-SPP TOPIC



 A lot of common astrophysics, cosmic rays, gas, magnetic fields !                 



  

Cosmic-ray electrons, synchrotron and magnetic fields

                   Main message:

                   In the Milky Way Galaxy

                   Cosmic-ray electrons are measured directly
                   and gamma rays probe cosmic rays too

                   Synchrotron probes the TOTAL B-field 
                  
                   Regular B-field via polarization 



  

The goal : use all types of data in self-consistent way to
                     test models of cosmic-ray propagation.

Observed directly, near Sun:
   primary spectra (p, He ... Fe; e-  )
   secondary/primary  (B/C etc)
   secondary e+ , antiprotons...
   

Observed
 from whole 
      Galaxy:
- rays 
  
 
              
                synchrotron
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diffusion convection

 diffusive reacceleration (diffusion in p)

       momentum loss 
ionization, bremsstrahlung

    adiabatic momentum loss

 nuclear fragmentation

 radioactive decay

  cosmic-ray sources (primary and secondary)
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Cosmic-ray propagation

    



  

Solving CR propagation numerically

 



  

Solving CR propagation numerically

 

Zu Risiken und Nebenwirkungen
lesen Sie die Dokumentation oder 

fragen Sie Ihren Arzt oder Astrophysiker!



  

Solving CR propagation numerically

 
Coordinates  x,y,z,p : use implicit scheme with operator splitting

Each dimension stepped in turn.
Propagate until steady-state: RHS = 0.
Start with very large time-steps and reduce to small value: converges.

Operator splitting not strictly accurate.
Accurate method without operator splitting implemented.



  

 Cosmic-ray secondary/primary ratios: e.g. Boron/Carbon
                       probes cosmic-ray propagation 

Peak in Boron/Carbon could be
explained by 
diffusive reacceleration
with Kolmogorov spectrum
giving momentum-dependence
 of diffusion coefficient

Spatial diffusion 
D

xx
 ~  p 1/3

Momentum space diffusion
D

pp
 ~ 1 / D

xx

 

 

Solar 
modulation

Boron / Carbon

However reacceleration not proven, maybe does not happen 
                       → 'pure diffusion' model: D

xx
(p) ~ p0.5 , constant <  3 GeV.

Boron/Carbon



  Ptuskin et al. 2006 ApJ 642, 902

For any model, first adjust parameters to fit Boron/Carbon

plain diffusion              diffusive reacceleration       wave damping



  Ptuskin et al. 2006 ApJ 642, 902

then predict the other cosmic-ray spectra

plain diffusion              diffusive reacceleration       wave damping

Boron/
Carbon

antiprotons



  

plain diffusion              diffusive reacceleration       wave damping

ELECTRONS

POSITRONS



Producing the cosmic-ray electron spectrum
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Continuum 
sky surveys

22 MHz

408 MHz

150 MHz
45 MHz

1.4 GHz

820 MHz
2.3 GHz

23 GHz



  

SYNCHROTRON       SAME
ELECTRONS 
    for
RADIO
   and 
GAMMA RAYS !

good constraints
on models

ELECTRONS

INVERSE
COMPTON

GAMMA RAYS

COSMIC RAY
ELECTRONS



Northern Sky

SYNCHROTRON

Radio  provides essential probe of 
interstellar electron spectrum at
E < few GeV
to complement direct measurements 
and determine solar modulation

 Electrons have huge uncertainty
 due to modulation here

Cosmic-ray
ELECTRONS

Radio surveys

COSMIC RAY
ELECTRONS



Galactic center region

Radio surveys

SYNCHROTRON

microwaves   probe  
interstellar electron spectrum 
 10 - 100  GeV

 No solar modulation of 
directly-measured 
electrons > 10 GeV

    

WMAP COSMIC RAY
ELECTRONS



  

SYNCHROTRON
FROM
PRIMARY 
ELECTRONS

FROM
PRIMARY 
ELECTRONS
        +
SECONDARY
ELECTRONS /
POSITRONS

FROM
SECONDARY 
ELECTRONS /
POSITRONS

Secondary positrons
(and secondary electrons)
 are important for synchrotron !



  

SYNCHROTRON
FROM
PRIMARY 
ELECTRONS

FROM
PRIMARY 
ELECTRONS
        +
SECONDARY
ELECTRONS /
POSITRONS

FROM
SECONDARY 
ELECTRONS /
POSITRONS

Secondary positrons
(and secondary electrons)
 are important for synchrotron !

NB now also primary positrons! 



  

Positrons: high-energy excess above secondary production, 
probably from normal pulsars or MSPs.

Need to account for in synchrotron! e.g. for spectral variations measured by Planck
and accurate future measurements at high frequencies > 100 GHz

 

Gaggero etal 2014 PRD 89, 083007  arXiv:1311.5575

electrons

positrons

secondary e+

primary e+



  

Strong, Orlando & Jaffe, A&A 534, A54 (2011)

Cosmic-ray electrons Synchrotron

Effect of electron injection spectral index

index = 1.0 1.3

1.81.6

2.52.0



  

Strong, Orlando & Jaffe (2011)

Galactic
Synchrotron
Spectral
Index

Effect of electron injection spectral index

Injection index = 1.0

1.81.6

1.3

2.0 2.5



  

Planck

 

A&A 536, A21 (2011)

Galactic
Synchrotron
Spectral
Index



  

Model Synchrotron spectral index

                    408 MHz – 23 GHz

Model predicts  small but systematic variations due to propagation effects.

Reality is of course much more complex (Loop I etc not modelled).

The model gives a minimum underlying variation from electron propagation.

longitude

b



  

Total B (local) =7.5 G from this analysis

Using high latitudes only,  avoiding Loop I etc



  

Orlando and Strong 2013 (A&A 436, 2127)

Polarized synchrotron

Separates regular from random B

Now modelled in GALPROP

B-fields from literature, basic modifications to fit data.



  

Cosmic-ray electron source distribution is a main input from gamma rays.



  

INNER GALAXY

synchrotron

thermal dust

synchrotron

synchrotron

thermal
 + spinning dust

free-free

PP Total



  

HIGH LATITUDES synchrotron

synchrotron

synchrotron

thermal dust

thermal
 + spinning dust

free-free

P

Total 



  

Q Q P

P I I

synch synch 408 MHz

408 MHz

23 GHz

23 GHz23 GHz23 GHz

23 GHz23 GHz

23 GHz 23 GHz

Data: WMAP

Data: Haslam



  

408 MHz

Using various
B-field
and
cosmic-ray
models

Haslam

Regular B-field models from Sun etal, Pshirkov et al.
Scaling factor applied.



  

23 GHz  P = total polarized 

Using various
B-field 
and
cosmic-ray
models

WMAP

Regular B-field models from Sun et al, Pshirkov et al.
Scaling factor applied.



  

Illustrative model for   30 GHz Stokes P

B_reg   : Sun et al., scaled
B_rand : double exponential

Cosmic-ray electrons based on gamma rays and locally measured spectrum

                                         



  

Illustrative model for   30 GHz Stokes Q



  

Illustrative model for   30 GHz Stokes I

synchrotron

free-free
total

Free-free from NE2001, illustrative                                         



  

B- field from  Orlando & Strong 2013

Using :
  Fermi-LAT cosmic-ray electrons
  408 MHz  
  23 GHz WMAP polarized

Local B-field: 

Regular  : 3-4 G : 
 factor 1.5-2 higher than original models of Sun, Pshirkov
 Attribute to anisotropic field which contributes to synchrotron
 but not to rotation measures.
 
Random : 6  G 



  

GALPROP modelling of  synchrotron calculations 

1. Computes synchrotron using full formulae and electron + positron spectra.
     no power law or spectral index = -3 approximations (unlike Hammurabi).
  
2. 3D mode used for B-field and synchrotron.

3. Any B-field model can be incorporated, latest is Jansson & Farrar 2012.

4. Random and regular fields, Stokes Q, U, P, I for any frequencies.

5. No Faraday depolarization (unlike Hammurabi).

6. Only large-scale B, does not attempt Loops and other details.
    No pc-scale random structures (unlike Hammurabi).

7. Electron and positron spectra based on cosmic-ray propagation and locally
   measured spectra, and synchrotron data, also gamma ray constraints.

8. Updated in public domain, http://sourceforge.net/projects/galprop
    (>750  downloads since start in October 2013).

But Hammurabi is more advanced with e.g. Faraday rotation etc.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/galprop


  

MNRAS 416, 1152 (2011)  

Uses RM, polarization, MCMC.
Cosmic-ray electrons from sources + propagation

  



  

Planck : Tess Jaffe (Toulouse) lead author    arXiv:1601:00546

New: Planck sychrotron paper
Polarization, B-fields
GALPROP electron model

Hammurabi.  

GALPROP Cosmic-ray electrons used for synchrotron emission



  

New: Planck synchrotron paper: XLII

Polarization, B-fields
RM included
GALPROP cosmic-ray electron model
Hammurabi to compute synchrotron
Dust polarization addressed also

3 B-field models from literature
Modifications to improve fits to Planck data
Commander component separation
Spectral variations addressed 

Full sky (original Jaffe 2011 paper was just Galactic plane with WMAP)

   

Tess Jaffe lead author    
arXiv:1601:00546



  

Planck XLII (2015)                       



  

Planck XLII (2015) synchrotron  comparison with B-field models

DATA

MODELS

                TOTAL                 Polarized: Stokes Q                    Stokes U
Fig 6



  

Planck XLII 
(2015)                       



  

Jaffe B-field model components

  NB nomenclature!
  Coherent: 4 arm axisymmetric spiral   no reversals → polarization,      RM
  Ordered random (striated)                   reversals     → polarization,  no RM
  Random                                              Gaussian random field: no polarization, no RM
                                                              Multiple realizations of random field

  

Disk and halo fields for each component, exponentials
Flip sign in z to match RM asymmetry 

Planck XLII (2015)                       



  

Cosmic-ray electron distributions used in various papers on B-field

Sun etal 

Planck 2016

RADIAL                         VERTICAL

Based on GALPROP models and locally-measured cosmic-ray electrons
and synchrotron + gamma rays.

Planck XLII 
(2015)                       



  

Planck XLII 
(2015)                       Synchrotron spectra: various models



  
Fig 13  DUST : same B-models as for synchrotron. Not so easy!

Planck XLII 
(2015)                       



  

Hot news:

 Hammurabi synchrotron new release  from Tess Jaffe (Toulouse)

 sourceforge.net/hammurabicode

         With GALPROP interface!

Hammurabi = synchrotron package used for Planck etc.
                      Full Stokes parameters.

Additional to GALPROP features:
 Faraday depolarization
 Faraday rotation of radio sources
 More advances B-field models

GALPROP can compute electrons + positrons
 → good combination.
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1 – 10 GeV

Cosmic-ray protons interacting with gas : hadronic (pion-decay)

                                                         interacting with interstellar radiation : inverse Compton

Exploiting gamma rays

Cosmic-ray electrons and positrons interacting with  gas : bremsstrahlung



  

Ackermann et al. ApJ 750, 3 (2012) 

Fermi-LAT
Inner Galaxy Gamma Ray Spectrum

Hadronic  

Inverse Compton
                             

Isotropic

Total
Sources

Bremsstrahlung



  



  

Phys. Rev. D 91, 083012 (2015)

IINNER GALAXY

INTERMEDIATE LATITUDES

HARDER THAN PREDICTED

OK AS PREDICTED



  

                                    Interstellar gamma-ray spectrum

Harder gamma-ray spectrum in Galactic plane  than expected from 
                                                                  local cosmic-ray proton spectrum via pion-decay

Gaggero etal. 2015 invoke spatially varying momentum-dependence of  diffusion coeffiicient.

 

But since Galactic plane spectrum is harder than local, can be just a local CR source

Then spectral  index in the plane is the “normal” one!

                      

                      THIS IS A BIG EFFECT AND DESERVES MORE ATTENTION!



  

                                More Cosmic Ray Propagation schemes Propagation schemes

 Evoli/ Gaggero/ Grasso/ di Bernardo+  DRAGON,  DRAGON2    PUBLICPUBLIC

 Ralf Kissman (Innsbruck)                     PICARD      3D, not yet public

 David Maurin (Grenoble)                       USINE:  semi-analytical PUBLIC (?) 

 Philipp Girichidis (Munich/Heidelberg)  MHD with CR = fluid

 Michal Hanasz (Torun)                          PIERNIK code: MHD, CR= fluid. CR-driven dynamo

 Tess Jaffe (Toulouse)                             Hammurabi: synchrotron/magnetic fields PUBLIC 



  

DRAGON Cosmic-ray propagation package
   

Concept same as GALPROP

Newly written, improved structure

Extras w.r.t GALPROP:

Spatial dependence of diffusion coefficient
Full anisotropic diffusion tensor
Spatial grid size variation
FLUKA-based spallation cross-sections (Nicola Mazziotta, Bari) 
Spiral structure 
 

Public: used for various  papers apart from DRAGON team.
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28 July 2016  arXiv:1607.07886   Very extensive exposition. 



  

DRAGON2
New version, released July 2016.

Extensive rewrite of DRAGON.

Main extensions in DRAGON2 

Non-separable in space and momentum diffusion and source term
Anisotropic diffusion
More advection models
Hadronic momentum losses for all nuclei
2nd order discretization for momentum losses
Alternative boundary conditions for momentum diffusion
New modular C++ structure with class inheritance to easily add user-provider models



  

DRAGON2: example with spatially varying anisotropic diffusion coefficient  

D(r,z) proton spectrum

r=0

8 kpc

3 kpc

17.9 kpc



  

 PICARD Cosmic-ray propagation package.

Uni Innsbruck: Ralf Kissmann, (Michael Werner),  Olaf Reimer with AWS@MPE
New student now working on PICARD at Innsbruck.

Fully 3D from outset.
Modern numerical techniques for solving cosmic-ray  propagation.
Accurate and fast. Full MPI parallelization.
This allows fine 3D spatial resolution  with reasonable CPU resources.
Spiral structure incorporated.
Uses hdf5 for model storage (more flexible than FITS for 3D models)

Werner, M.      et al. 2015, Astroparticle Physics 64, 18 :  CR protons, electrons and spiral arms
Kissmann, R.  et al. 2015, Astroparticle Physics 70, 39 :  secondary/primary ratios

Synchrotron, B-fields: not yet, but foreseen. Fits well into 3D scheme.
 Will allow all components to be accurately included.

A public version is planned sometime in the future.

Probably PICARD will replace GALPROP in the long term. 

Anyway good to have multiple CR propagation packages:
  e.g. GALPROP, DRAGON, PICARD
 for cross-checks and healthy competition.

mailto:AWS@MPE


  

Kissmann, R.  et al. 2015, Astroparticle Physics 70, 39
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nearest interarm

secondaries
smoother
than
primaries



  

PICARD Cosmic-ray propagation package.

Werner, M. et al. 2015, Astroparticle Physics 64, 18 :  CR  and spiral arms

Cosmic-ray electrons, for 4  different spiral-arm source distributions



  

Future of modelling cosmic rays in the Galaxy.

GALPROP & co are phenomelogical i.e. just propagation equation
  with given parameters.

e.g. halo is just region with ad-hoc boundary, no physics.

But cosmic rays have dynamical effects.

Example from Philipp Girichidis (MPA Garching, now @ MPK Heidelberg) et al.

Cosmic-ray driven wind from supernovae

includes chemistry.

Cosmic rays treated as relativistic gas, no energy spectrum.

Future: put in energy-dependence, secondary production etc.

 Test against cosmic-ray, gamma-ray data.



  



  

Modified FLASH code



  

Modified FLASH code



  

                       Supernovae energy input:

only thermal          only cosmic rays              both

Time-dependent simulations available for download

gas
density
g cm-3

Girichidis et al. 2016



  

                       Supernovae energy input:

only thermal          only cosmic rays              both

Time-dependent simulations available for download

explosion bubblesexplosion bubbles

Girichidis et al. 2016



  

No Cosmic Rays

With Cosmic Rays

Cosmic rays increase vertical gas scale

Girichidis et al. 2016



  

B-field

Credit: Philipp Girichidis



  

Future work in context of cosmic-ray physics:

* Test such cosmic-ray-driven wind models against cosmic-ray and gamma-ray data.
* Extend models to include energy spectrum of cosmic rays (at present just a single fluid)
* Use to make GALPROP-like approaches more physical for convection and halo structure
  instead of simple pre-defined forms.



  

Credit: Michal Hanasz

Cosmic-ray-driven dynamo



  

Credit: Michal Hanasz



  

Credit: Michal Hanasz

Time: 20 Myr                                                700 Myr



  

Credit: Michal Hanasz

Time: 2500 Myr                                           4800 Myr



  

Credit: Michal Hanasz



  

Credit: Michal Hanasz



  

Credit: Michal HanaszCredit: Michal Hanasz



  

Girichidis et al. Models

1 kpc square x-y section

Dynamo-produced B-field (ab initio from seed field)

Small-scale, turbulent dynamo

Not large-scale dynamo.

Hanasz models

Full galaxy

CR-driven dynamo, no thermal input SNR etc

Large-scale Galactic dynamo

        Galaxy MHD models with Cosmic Rays



  

Composite image of 30 galaxies

                               CHANG-ES project:  See Judith Irwin's talk



  

 cosmic-ray sources:  electrons

rays

synchrotron

HALO

 intergalactic space

 
inverse Compton

B-field

ISRF

MOST RELEVANT TO THIS ISM-SPP TOPIC



  

Conclusions

Cosmic-ray electrons, synchrotron and magnetic fields
 and gamma rays:

Closely related, complementary.

Rapidly developing field including more physical models

New data coming in fast.

                   



  

END 



  

Annual Review of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Vol 53, 2015



2014 - 09 - 29 Revealing the gamma-ray sky   by   Marco S
elig

99

log-data … denoised … deconvolved … decomposed



  

Fermi Bubbles

(related to WMAP Haze ?)

Planck haze  (arXiv:1208.5483)
Overlaid on Fermi Bubbles

connection to 511 keV line ?

All are - 
 centred on Galactic Centre
 leptonic
 unknown origin



  

                   CHANG-ES Project

JVLA 35 nearby edge-on galaxies
Including familiar ones NGC891, 4631  etc
21 and 6 cm, polarization

Synchrotron halos
Spectral variation, cosmic-ray propagation

Data now public, on-going analysis by collaboration
Followup with GBT, Alma etc

 



  

Composite image of 30 galaxies

CHANG-ES project:  See Judith Irwin's talk



  

Composite image of 30 galaxies

CHANG-ES project:  See Judith Irwin's talk



  



  



  

AMS spectra

Stefan Schael
 Gamma2016, Heidelberg
 



  

 Cosmic-ray secondary/primary ratios: e.g. Boron/Carbon
                       probes cosmic-ray propagation 

Peak in Boron/Carbon could also be
explained by 
convection and 
decreasing velocity of particles

Spatial diffusion 
D

xx
 ~  p½   → B/C ~ p-1/2 

 

Solar 
modulation

Boron / Carbon

Boron/Carbon

Convection B/C ~ const * v

Stefan Schael
 Gamma2016, Heidelberg
 



  

 Cosmic-ray secondary/primary ratios: e.g. Boron/Carbon
                       probes cosmic-ray propagation 

Solar 
modulation

Boron / Carbon

Boron/Carbon

Convection B/C ~ const * v

Stefan Schael
 Gamma2016, Heidelberg
 

Keeps decreasing
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